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#1 New York Times best-selling author Kresley Cole enraptures again with this seductive tale of a

fierce werewolf prince who will stop at nothing to protect the lovely archer he covets from afar. A

Dangerous Beauty... Lucia the Huntress: as mysterious as she is exquisite, she harbors secrets that

threaten to destroy her - and those she loves. An Uncontrollable Need... Garreth MacRieve, Prince

of the Lykae: the brutal Highland warrior who burns to finally claim this maddeningly sensual

creature as his own. That Lead to a Pleasure so Wicked... From the shadows, Garreth has long

watched over Lucia. Now, the only way to keep the proud huntress safe from harm is to convince

her to accept him as her guardian. To do this, Garreth will ruthlessly exploit Lucia's greatest

weakness - her wanton desire for him.
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I would be surprised if there was anyone familiar with Kresley Cole's Immortals After Dark series

who wouldn't agree that for the genre, it's firmly entrenched in the top tier of paranormal romance

series. Cole is an exceptionally talented author with an immense imagination and stringent attention

to detail who writes intricate, emotional, sensual stories that hold the readers attention and provide

hours of delightful reading. All that being said, for various reasons I haven't loved EVERY book in

the series, and Pleasure of a Dark Prince is one that I didn't love.Lucia the Valkyrie is the Archer;

the best in the world. The goddess of her religion both provides her skill and demands her chastity

in return for saving her life when, as a willful child of sixteen, she made a mistake that dropped her

into the clutches of an ancient evil. Garreth MacRieve is the dark prince, brother of the missing king



of the Lykae Clan Lachlain MacRieve, and one of the few lykae who believe his brother is still alive.

During a rugby match, Garreth catches the scent he's been hoping for nearly a millennium to smell,

his mate. And so begins the dogged chase to catch, woo, and win the woman fate has determined

is his destiny. The pursuit spans years and continents, and Garreth gives up everything to protect

and pursue his lass, until he finally catches her at the mouth of the  river. He will brave the dangers

of the green hell itself to keep her by his side and win her to his, but Lucia's secrets will haunt them

both - and may lead to the destruction of everything and every one. Apocalypses are dangerous

that way.Pleasure of a Dark Prince is a good, solid read, but I had some issues with it on a personal

level.

The ninth book in this series, Pleasures of a Dark Prince, is about Garreth MacRieve, the dark

prince of the Lykae (werewolves) and Lucia the Huntress, a Valkyrie who is the world's most skilled

archeress. Kresley has written another engaging a couple who may lust for each other until they

ache, but makes sure the reader keeps in mind that attraction doesn't necessarily mean true love

and that these two must get to know one another through communication and respect first.Pleasure

of a Dark Prince begins right before the events in the first book in this series, A Hunger Like No

Other. Garreth, the current king of the Lykae, and his clan have come to reside in Louisiana. The

half-mad Valkyrie soothsayer Nix sends Lucia on a mission to get rid of some pesky kobold demons

that are also in the area. What Lucia doesn't know is that Garreth is her mate and he can scent her

while he plays a rousing game of Rugby. He's been waiting a lifetime for her and when a Lykae

finds their mate, they will stop at nothing until they claim them, which means the most intense

mating experience ever. After Garreth witnesses Lucia's great archery techniques, he is both

equally turned on and astounded. Now the chase is on, or rather Garreth will respectfully court her

because he doesn't want to end up like another one of his Lykae clansmen, Bowen, (hero from

Wicked Deeds on a Winter's Night, book 3) who is close to turning into a mindless feral beast.Even

though Lucia is very attracted to Garreth, especially because of his Scottish accent and the way he

pronounces her name as Lousha, she can't be claimed or romanced by this wolf lothario.
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